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Extended bungalow

   FOR STOCKIST INFORMATION SEE PAGE 151

THE CONTACTS 
Designer and project advisor Martin Swatton 
Design, 07721 610806, Martinswatton.com
Architect Design Cubed, 07876 506076, 
Design-cubed.co.uk
Construction Farrdenn Construction, 01242 
268114, Farrdenn.com
Folding-sliding doors, windows, splashbacks, 
shower screen, glazing and internal screen 
Bowalker Windows 
Rooflights Glazing Vision
Entrance door Modern Doors 
Oak cladding Vastern Timber 
Kitchen Küchenwerks
Oak flooring and decking Round Wood  
of Mayfield 
Suspended fire Fireorb 
Sanitaryware Duravit, Grohe, Ideal Standard, 
Low Cost Bathrooms, Tucker French 
Tiles Marblemosaics, Topps Tiles 
Grey sandstone paving London Stone

£135,000
£20,000

£15,000
£12,000
£9,600
£4,500
£3,500 
£199,600

Building work
Kitchen

Decoration and 
furnishings

Sanitaryware
Zinc roofing

Suspended fire
Flooring

TOTAL

THE COSTS

THE PLANS

GROUND FLOOR AFTER

A wall was knocked through to create  
an open-plan kitchen-diner, with a rear 
extension adding a living area to the 
space. To the side of this there is a new 
utility and an external store area with 
canopy above. A bedroom has also  
been extended and its en suite created 
in what once was a home office

3 WAYS TO
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3 
REMODEL THE 
INTERIOR
‘Rearranging the internal 

layout of a bungalow may 

be a good opportunity to 

introduce more natural 

light by adding rooflights, glazed 
panels or sun pipes,’ explains James 
Corris, architect at Riach Architects. 
‘As bungalows often have a larger 
footprint compared to other 

properties, an open-plan layout  
may be a good option to create a 

sense of flow through your home. 
You need to try to imagine how  

the whole space will work in terms  

of circulation, acoustics and the 
division of rooms. A good way to  
do this is to draw a simple plan  
and sketch the scaled down 
dimensions of key pieces of 
furniture, so you can then move 
them around and see how they  
work in the space. A key thing to 
remember when remodelling and 

removing internal walls is where  
any load-bearing walls may be.  
If these need to be removed, a 
structural engineer should advise  
on new steel joists to sufficiently 
support the weight of the structure, 
which will incur extra costs.’  

Are you looking to add extra space to your single-storey 

home? Follow this advice on ways to maximise your space

TRANSFORM 
A BUNGALOW

1 
ADD A  
SECOND STOREY
Extending a bungalow 
upwards to create extra 
space can be done by adding 
a whole new level or by 

converting the loft space. This will 
depend on the existing roof design, 
the age of the structure and any 
planning restrictions. The first step 
is to decide whether the roof shape 
provides the necessary platform, 
says Edward Martin, architect  
at De Rosee Sa. ‘Developing the  
shape of a roof generally requires  
a change in shape, height and 

openings for windows, which could 
impact on street views and impose 
on the sightlines from neighbouring 
properties,’ he explains. ‘In order to 
get planning permission, the design 
must be modest and in keeping with 
the surrounding properties.’ Adding 
an extra storey will also depend on 
whether the property is capable  
of holding it, which will need to be 
checked by a Chartered Surveyor. 
Another option is to convert the loft 
space. If the design does not alter  
the roof line, the conversion may  
be completed under permitted 

development (PD) rights.*

2 
EXTEND OUT
‘The best way to extend a bungalow depends on the 

existing design of the property and its setting,’ explains 

Roger Mears of Roger Mears Architects. ‘The space you 

require needs to tie in with the original layout and flow  
of spaces, as well as the views and any slope of the site. 

An extension to the front runs the risk of obstructing access or  

being detrimental to the aesthetics unless very carefully designed, 

while an extension to the side or back may be more harmonious to 

the existing composition.’ You need to be clear about why you want 

to make the change, what you hope to achieve with the newly 

created space, and your budget. An architect will help you with  

the design, advise on any planning restrictions and help get the  

best flow between the existing structure and a new extension.
*
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